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ABSTRACT
At exhibitions, visitors are usually in a completely unknown envi-
ronment. Although visitors generally are informed about the topic
before a visit, interests are still difficult to extract from the mass of
exhibition stands and offers. In this paper we describe a concept
using head-coupled AR together with recommender mechanisms
for exhibitions. We present a conceptual development for a first
prototype with focus on navigational aspects as well as explicit
and implicit recommendations to generate input data for visually
displayed recommendations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Augmented Reality (AR) allows virtual content to be superimposed
in the user’s environment. Head-mounted displays fuse the real and
the virtual world, thus enabling immersion and allowing to interact
with the surrounding environment and potentially supporting nav-
igation processes through unknown environments. Furthermore,
AR can be used with mechanisms of Recommender Systems (RS) to
collect data regarding the placement of localized recommendations.
Despite development of last years, most research with RS primarily
focused on performance and accuracy [6], less on visual presenta-
tion and interaction, although studies have shown increased user
engagement and acceptance rates [8]. In this paper, we present an
interactive AR visualization concept for an exploratory exhibition
scenario to support recommendation processes, in which users dy-
namically receive recommendations. The focus in relation with RS
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lies on digestion of explicit and implicit affectors, which users can
actively influence and review to increase acceptance for the system.
The aim is to support the user’s immersive view while simultane-
ously drawing conclusions about his interests and preferences.

2 IMMERSIVE EDITOR
The basis for our concept is a prototype, where stand placement and
admittance of tags can be done directly on-site as a configuration
at runtime. The prototype was developed with Unity as a HoloLens
application. The editor works in two stages: First, a key user con-
figures an exhibition stand and sets waypoints on the floor that are
used to calculate and display paths. After the what you see is what
you get-principle, the user subsequently can manipulate these pre-
viously placed 3D objects [1]. Default paths are then placed in the
spatial environment based on generic user profiles, thus bypassing
the cold-start problem as an inherited problem of RS. The paths in
turn are based on templates of exhibition builders or curators and
represent thematic tours through the exhibition. When using the
system after this preparation phase, users can alter recommended
paths by spatially moving waypoints or tagged exhibition stands
(implicit) and by actively selecting exhibition stand tags, which are
then applied to the recommendations (explicit).

3 VISUALIZATION CONCEPT
The described interaction has been prototypically implemented.
The main focus was on developing an immersive editor functional-
ity for placement of waypoints and exhibition stands. Our concept
poses a conceptual enhancement of the described prototype with
regard to recommender mechanisms. When recommender mecha-
nisms are used, attention should be paid to user acceptance. Three
main issues were identified when researching literature on RS that
we want to address with our concept: transparency, explorability
and controllability [3]. Moreover, implicit and explicit user feedback
is important when addressing the aforementioned challenges. [4]
emphasize to identify characteristics that lead implicit user feed-
back to prevent the use of recommender algorithms that have been
designed for explicit user feedback, although numerical values de-
scribe preferences as explicit and confidence as implicit properties
[5]. Thus, it is important to find out the notion in observable behav-
iors to identify and address in terms of the three challenges. Few
research address challenges regarding RS with AR visualizations.
While challenges in AR often result from environmental conditions,
which tend to create issues at different levels of information per-
ception, RS often lack appropriate visualization techniques to raise
acceptance and insight to underlying and collected data.

Immersive Point of View As an inherited property of head-
mounted AR [7], immersion is primarily defined by its content [9].
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Figure 1: Exhibition stands and tag cloud visualization.

In combination with recommender mechanisms, where users usu-
ally proactively collect data [5], implicit data collection becomes
more interesting by the use of broad sensor information, such as
spatial or location-based data. In our concept, we consider implicit
user input as observable behaviour in a manner of expressing con-
fidence by performing actions. Since the concept is based on tags
provided by each exhibition stand, user preferences are identified
without explicitly asking for it. Therefore, the length of stay at a
stand is used to identify the degree of interest. If a stand is visited
longer than average, interest is implied and the weight of tags pro-
vided are increased. The line of sight is imposed to detect whether
a stand or panel associated with a specific topic is looked at. Hence,
users automatically collect data that reflect their interests while
freely exploring the exhibition following first impressions to dy-
namically form recommendations that lead to custom paths over the
exhibition area. Spatial paths are projected on the ground floor in
the walkways. Multiple paths can be visible concurrently and users
can choose their preferred path. Paths dynamically adjust based on
the aforementioned user properties. Not all information can be dis-
played in the user’s viewing volume. By displaying objects outside
the viewport and to support localization, e.g. for time critical events,
visual content representation is crucial. While recommended paths
are visible in the whole field of view, time-critical events located
outside the viewing volume are shown at the borders to point to
their direction with information about time, distance, duration and
event type so users can decide to go there physically. In the im-
mersive view, users can actively adjust tags at stand visualizations
aligned to the user’s gaze and display further information (see Fig.
1) by looking at the hexagonal panel positioned above. When point-
ing the gaze towards the panel, further information is displayed:
Exhibition stand type (e.g. Demo, Workshop, Talk), Related Tags,
Affiliation, Miscellaneous (e.g. Image, Name of Speaker).

Emersive Point of View In contrast, the emersive view pro-
vides an overview, comparable to the top view of the bird’s-eye
perspective. The term emersion is defined by [2]: users turn to their
target object to operationally manipulate. In our discussion, immer-
sion and emersion are as much opposed to each other as implicity
and explicity. In the immersive view spatial paths are superimposed
in the environment, yet, the emersive view focuses on the addressed
issues of RS: transparency, explorability and controllability.

Transparency Systems that empower the user to gain insight
into implicitly collected and underlying data in order to explain
in what way particular recommendations have been made. The
emersive side includes the general view of the exhibition on basis
of a physically present, hence intelligent tangible, flyer or map, on
which visual aspects are mapped. By displaying a heatmap on this
tangible, the length of stay is visualized at certain exhibition stands

Figure 2: Concept for augmented physical map.

and waypoints. The user receives feedback at which spots he has
spent a particularly long time. Alternatively, the length of stay on
waypoints and paths can be mapped by a correspondingly changed
node size. At the same time, the tangible offers the ability to filter
elements through selection to reduce visual clutter (cf. Fig. 2).

Explorability Another issue is the ability to explore the entire in-
formation space to browse related items that are not recommended
yet. The tangible allows to trail the way the user has already pro-
ceeded on physically, as well as to map suggested and therefore
still to be proceeded paths. The order of waypoints and which were
omitted is of special interest for users. As a result, they can become
aware of stands that may interest them as well. At the same time,
the paths can be regarded spatially, just as their semantic meaning
in the spatial location system can be emphasized and referred.

Controllability Providing control over features that influence the
recommender mechanism is crucial to increase user acceptance for
the system. This results in problems regarding low interaction pos-
sibilities in current head-mounted AR systems. Thus, we propose
to adjust paths via touch input or through a combination of gaze
control and touch on the tangible map. The user can select and
deselect keywords as well as weighting them by a tap-and-hold
gesture on the item and then moving upwards or downwards. The
weighting of keywords is visualized through size of the correspond-
ing tags. In addition, a concrete tag selection, as well as a detailed
visualization analogous to the immersive view by view selection of
a state is possible, which can be adjusted continuously by the user.

4 CHALLENGES
We presented an enhancement to a prototype implementation to ex-
plore an exhibition within the context of RS. Here, our focus was on
solving the three main issues of RS transparency, explorability and
controllability combined with explicit and implicit user feedback.
In further concept development, other parameters may be included,
which were not specified in the scope of this paper (specific view
on stand descriptions). To not solely rely on tag-based recommen-
dations, it is also credible to include the length of stay and paths of
other visitors (crowd intelligence). In addition, explicit divergence
from current paths and identification of motivation behind an ac-
tion should be included. Another aspect is the blending of user’s
immersive and emersive view by linking paths on the tangible map
with virtual paths in the real environment. In terms of interac-
tion, concepts regarding visual clutter can be optimized. Additional
to Zoomable UI concepts, well-known notions from art history
are interesting to examine, such as aggregate-spatial (hierarchical
proportion) and system-spatial representations. Technical reviews
have to be made to determine if the concept is feasible with current
hardware settings, frameworks and technological restrictions.
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